
CAGNES-SUR-MER [L-H] - 20 August 
Race 1 - PRIX DURVALO -  2925m WALK-UP D55 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €22,000. 

1. HEAGLE ONE - Fair 8L fourth here eight days ago. Stepping up in grade.  

2. HORIZON DE BRY - Victorious by 8.25L at Hyeres just under a week ago. Of note in what looks a 

tougher affair.  

3. HANI BIRD - DQ at Hyeres six days ago. Others hold more obvious claims.  

4. HERMES DU NOYER - Successful by 0.75L here eight days ago. Notable contender.  

5. HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR - Good 4.25L second here two weeks ago. Bold show expected.  

6. HYDROMEL - Victorious by 4.25L at this circuit 14 days ago. Leading contender.  

7. HIOSCO D'OLMEN - Winner of two of his last three starts including by 2L here five weeks ago. Hard 

to beat.  

Summary: HIOSCO D'OLMEN (7) can take this in a new shoeing combination following a 2L victory at 
this circuit. HYDROMEL (6) may chase the selection home after a 4.25L victory at this venue. HOLY 
ROMAN EMPEROR (5) is considered having finished 4.25L second in the aforementioned event. 
HERMES DU NOYER (4) warrants thought winning by 0.75L at this track. 

Selections 

HIOSCO D'OLMEN (7) - HYDROMEL (6) - HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR (5) - HERMES DU NOYER (4)  



Race 2 - PRIX DES MILLEFONDS -  2700m MOBILE E178 Harness. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. DEAL ON LINE - DQ on each of his last four starts. Risky proposition at present.  

2. COLVERT D'HERFRAIE - Nose winner of an Enghien claimer on his penultimate start. Claims down 

in grade following a 13th in the G3 Grand Prix Dynavena Maisagri at Grenade five days ago.  

3. FALCO D'HERIPRE - Put a couple of DQ behind him when 12L seventh here two weeks ago. Step 

forward required.  

4. FETICHE ATOUT - Good nose second at this track at the end of last month. Leading contender.  

5. FIGOLU FRAZEEN - Third when beaten 2.25L at this track three weeks ago. Top chance.  

6. DE PADD - 2.5L fourth at Fleurance earlier this month. Notable contender.  

7. FIFTY FIVE BOND - Fair 14L third in a mounted race here 23 days ago. Looking for a first driven 

race success at the 11th time of asking.  

8. DANDY DU BOURG - Fifth when beaten 5.5L behind a subsequent winner at Hyeres earlier this 

month. Has won at this track in the past.  

9. EMIR SLY - Victorious by 0.25L here 11 days ago. Bold show expected.  

10. CAVALIER D'AVRIL - Debuting for a new trainer following a 5.25L fourth in a claimer at Vichy in 

June.  

Summary: FIGOLU FRAZEEN (5) may deliver a victory following a 2.25L third at this circuit. FETICHE 
ATOUT (4) finds a winning opportunity on the back of a nose second. EMIR SLY (9) enters calculations 
in a new shoeing combination having delivered a 0.25L triumph at this venue. COLVERT D'HERFRAIE 
(2) can be considered down in grade. Ran thirteenth in the G3 Grand Prix Dynavena Maisagri at 
Grenade. 

Selections 

FIGOLU FRAZEEN (5) - FETICHE ATOUT (4) - EMIR SLY (9) - COLVERT D'HERFRAIE (2)  



Race 3 - PRIX AHMES -  2150m MOBILE E152 Harness. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. DI MAGGIO - Completed a hat-trick when winning by 6.5L at this track at the start of this month. 

Strong claims in what looks a tougher affair.  

2. DROLE DE MEC - Fair 4L sixth in a claimer at Enghien 12 days ago. Needs to take a step forward 

to figure in this contest.  

3. DJEMBE DU PONT - Held 19L fifth at this venue 11 days ago. Others preferred.  

4. DAKOTA WINNER - Last of eight when beaten 9.5L at Hyeres last month. Has found an easier 

opportunity in this contest.  

5. DRAGON ROUGE - Struggled 25L seventh here 11 days ago. Best watched.  

6. CAPRICE DE COSSE - Good 22.5L second to a subsequent winner here 15 days ago. Bold show 

expected.  

7. DJANGO OF CARLESS - DQ twice since finishing 1.75L second at Hyeres last month. Claims if 

replicating that effort.  

8. CAIMAN DU CITRUS - Successful by 0.75L at a minor track 17 days ago. One to note.  

9. CAID SLY - DQ on two of his last three starts including here two weeks ago. Others preferred.  

10. DOCKER DU DIGEON - Held 10L fifth here four days ago. Step forward needed.  

Summary: DI MAGGIO (1) can take this following a 6.5L victory here. CAPRICE DE COSSE (6) may 
play a role. Beaten 2.25L when runner-up at this track. CAIMAN DU CITRUS (8) is another to consider 
having won by 0.75L at a minor venue. DAKOTA WINNER (4) holds claims after contesting stronger 
looking events of late. 

Selections 

DI MAGGIO (1) - CAPRICE DE COSSE (6) - CAIMAN DU CITRUS (8) - DAKOTA WINNER (4)  



Race 4 - PRIX IDEAL PICARD -  2700m MOBILE F39 Harness. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. GARVALA ACE - 47 race maiden finished a fair 8.5L fifth at this venue earlier this month.  

2. GALINETTE BLEUE - Nose second at Chateaubriant eight days ago. Leading contender.  

3. GLOIRE DE MAX - Runner-up when beaten 0.25L at this track at the start of the month. Top chance 

debuting for a new trainer.  

4. GANDALIE - DQ at this track at the start of the month. Minor role likely.  

5. GALAXY DU REYNARD - Held 16L eighth here just over a month ago. Others preferred.  

6. GOLDWYN DU CAUX - Given a break since finishing 4.25L sixth here in March. Likely to improve for 

the race.  

7. GRACE MEMORIES - DQ here 18 days ago. Claims on the form she showed when winning at Hyeres 

prior.  

8. GITANE BLONDE - Good 7.25L fourth at this track at the start of the month. Notable runner.  

9. GIOTTA BUISSONAY - DQ on each of her last six starts including here last week. Best watched.  

10. GLINKA FAFA - DQ at this track 18 days ago. More needed.  

Summary: GALINETTE BLEUE (2) can go one better than when a nose second at Chateaubriant. 
GLOIRE DE MAX (3) may challenge to win. Makes debut representing new trainer having finished 0.25L 
second at this track. GITANE BLONDE (8) enters calculations on the back of a 7.25L fourth here. 
GRACE MEMORIES (7) is also considered. Won by 2.5L at Hyeres on her penultimate start. 

Selections 

GALINETTE BLEUE (2) - GLOIRE DE MAX (3) - GITANE BLONDE (8) - GRACE MEMORIES (7)  



Race 5 - PRIX DE RIMPLAS -  2150m MOBILE F15 Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. HARMONIE RIVOISE - Finds an easier opportunity following a 16L eighth at this track 11 days ago. 

Poor wins/runs record however.  

2. HALDANE - Put a DQ behind her when 4.25L fifth here eight days go. Of note in this race.  

3. HISTOIRE DE COEUR - DQ twice since finishing 2L third here at the end of last month. Risky 

proposition.  

4. HOKAVONGA - Fair 5.5L sixth at this circuit eight days ago. One to note.  

5. HOLY LOLA - Third when beaten 0.75L at this track eight days ago. Bold show expected.  

6. HANGY DE LA CALADE - 23 race maiden was beaten 17L eighth here eight days ago. Best watched.  

7. HOPEFUL LADY - Good 0.75L second here three weeks ago. Leading contender.  

8. HEDWIGE - DQ at Aix-les-Bains earlier this month. More required.  

9. HONEY LEMON - Fair 17L fourth here on debut earlier this month. Improvement expected.  

Summary: Racing barefoot for the first time is HOPEFUL LADY (7) who can deliver a victory following 
a 0.75L second here. HOLY LOLA (5) makes the shortlist. Finished 0.75L third at this venue. HALDANE 
(2) can play a role on the back of a 4.25L fifth at this track. HOKAVONGA (4) is considered having been 
beaten 5.5L sixth at this circuit. 

Selections 

HOPEFUL LADY (7) - HOLY LOLA (5) - HALDANE (2) - HOKAVONGA (4)  



Race 6 - PRIX DU MONT MOUNIER -  2150m MOBILE F6 Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. ILLEBO DE BREMONT - Fair 13L fifth at this circuit earlier this month. Claims if building on that effort.  

2. ISONZO - Fair 10L fourth at this track 15 days ago. Of note in this race.  

3. IBANEZ QUESNOT - Debuted with a 2.25L victory here just over five weeks ago. Leading contender.  

4. IDEFIX D'OLMEN - Successful by 2.5L here on debut. Top chance despite suffering a DQ here 

subsequently.  

5. ISVANJO D'AZUR - DQ on three of his last four starts including at Hyeres six days ago. Minor role 

likely.  

6. INOUI DE BRY - Runner-up at Savigny on his first two starts but has been DQ twice subsequently. 

Risky proposition.  

7. INGLORIOUS - Debut winner at Avignon but faded badly when 34L ninth in an auto-start here 

subsequently. Needs to put that latest effort behind him.  

8. IGOR DE LA MORELLE - Ten race maiden finished sixth at Grenade five days ago. Improvement 

required.  

9. ILLICO RIVOIS - Put a string of DQ behind him when finishing 6L third here last week. One to note.  

10. IBERE - DQ twice since finishing 0.25L second at Avignon last month. More required.  

11. IKE DES CHAMPS - DQ on three of his last four starts including here eight days ago. Best watched.  

Summary: IDEFIX D'OLMEN (4) can put a DQ at this track behind him to register a second win in three 
career starts. IBANEZ QUESNOT (3) may play a role having debuted with a 2.25L victory here. ISONZO 
(2) is considered following a 10L fourth at this circuit. ILLICO RIVOIS (9) warrants thought with a new 
shoeing combination. Finished 6L third at this venue. 

Selections 

IDEFIX D'OLMEN (4) - IBANEZ QUESNOT (3) - ISONZO (2) - ILLICO RIVOIS (9)  



Race 7 - PRIX DES IMPATIENS -  2925m WALK-UP E76 HCP Monte. Purse EUR €22,000. 

1. HIGH ROCK DE LOU - DQ on two of his last three starts including in a driven race here four weeks 

ago. Others preferred.  

2. FOX DE LA CALADE - 53 race maiden finished down the field 11th in a driven race here at the start 

of the month. Best watched.  

3. GARANCE DE FAVEROL - Held 15L fourth at Hyeres 16 days ago. Step forward required.  

4. GRACE DE REBECQ - DQ four times since winning at Lyon-Parilly in early June. Danger to all if 

maintaining stride.  

5. FLORISSANT WINNING - Third at Sault in a driven contest 12 days ago. Switch to a mounted event 

no issue.  

6. HELSINKA D'HERIPRE - Given a break since finishing 7.5L sixth in a driven race at Cavaillon in 

May. Mounted debut.  

7. FABULEUX HONEY - Below par tenth in a driven race at this track 11 days ago. Others hold more 

obvious claims.  

8. FUCHSIA DE ZIETTE - Returning from a break when 16L eighth in a driven race here three weeks 

ago. Leading contender back in a mounted contest.  

9. GOLDEN VIKING - Winner of two of his last three starts including by a nose at Enghien 13 days ago. 

Bold show expected.  

10. HUSSARDE - Good 3L fourth at this track 11 days ago. Strong claims on mounted debut.  

Summary: FUCHSIA DE ZIETTE (8) attempts a new shoeing combination and looks well placed to take 
this following a 16L eighth in a driven race here first up. GOLDEN VIKING (9) makes the shortlist. Won 
by a nose at Enghien. Mounted debutante HUSSARDE (10) may play a role role. Ran 3L fourth in a 
driven race at this track. FLORISSANT WINNING (5) is also considered having finished third in a driven 
contest at Sault. 

Selections 

FUCHSIA DE ZIETTE (8) - GOLDEN VIKING (9) - HUSSARDE (10) - FLORISSANT WINNING (5) 

  

 


